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the Effects of Platelet-Rich Plasma and Depleted

Uranium on Dermal Fibroblast Migration
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Abstract

Cellular migration assays are useful tools to investigate physiologic events on the bench top. Furthermore, this
migration assay can be utilized to investigate wound healing therapeutics (those that encourage or accelerate
wound closure) as well as deleterious agents (ones that mitigate or slow wound closure). The current study
used an in vitro scratch assay to measure the effects of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) and depleted uranium (DU)
in the form of uranyl acetate on cellular migration of human neonatal dermal fibroblasts in an in vitro simulation
of wound healing. Data analyses included percent wound closure measured as the distance between cell margins,
and rates of wound closure versus untreated controls. The highest doses of PRP (0.063, 0.125%) resulted in 50–
65% wound closure after 4–8 hours relative to 38–44% in controls and the low-dose treatment group (0.031%).
The high-dose treatments of PRP (0.125, 0.063%) reached 100% wound closure at 12 hours postwound versus
16 hours for controls and the low-dose treatment group (0.031%). Conversely, the higher doses of DU treatments
(50 and 100 lM) resulted in <80% closure versus 100% closure in controls after 16 hours, with full closure ob-
served at 20 hours. The highest dose of DU (1,000 lM) resulted in <20% closure versus 100% closure in controls
after 16 hours. The use of the described scratch assay serves as a translatable bench-top model that has the po-
tential to predict in vivo outcomes, and in many early studies can help to demonstrate proof-of-concept before
moving into complex biological systems.
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Introduction

The scratch assay has been demonstrated to be an ef-
fective model to evaluate cellular migration using an

in vitro system.1 This assay is designed to provide early
study data that can be analyzed and repeated in an econom-
ical, high-throughput, and timely manner before moving
into more complicated physiological systems, models, or en-
tire organisms. The assay begins with scratching a confluent
monolayer of cells with a sterile pipet tip, capturing high-
resolution images at specified time intervals, and subsequent
image analysis of the migration margin of the cells into the
wound site.1 In the current studies, the scratch assay was uti-
lized as a bench-top wound healing model to evaluate the ef-
fect of both a therapeutic (blood product) and a cytotoxic
agent (depleted uranium, DU) on cellular migration as an in-
dicator of wound closure. Human neonatal dermal fibroblasts
(hDFn) were used for the scratch assays, as these cells are

found in the integument (skin) in abundance and play a
large role in the normal wound healing process.2,3 They
work simultaneously with matrix metalloproteinases and
other cells to degrade and lay down new extracellular matrix,
composed primarily of collagen, for newly synthesized cells
to adhere, proliferate, and take residence.4 Moreover, these
fibroblasts that play a key role in wounding events in vivo
make for an accurate in vitro skin model for multiwell
scratches with both cytotoxic and therapeutic additives,
such as platelet-rich plasma (PRP).

Platelets play a key role in the normal wound-healing pro-
cess.5 The initial clotting effect of platelets prevents excess
blood loss of damaged tissues and surrounding blood ves-
sels. Additionally, growth factors such as vascular endothe-
lial growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, and various
other cytokines are released from platelet granules, thus ini-
tiating migration and chemotaxis of inflammatory cells to the
wound site, commencing the healing process.4 Platelets are
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currently being evaluated in many ways to help promote an
expedited wound healing response to injuries.6 Vascular
chronic wounds are an example of injuries that have a lack
of blood flow and cellular migration to the wound site, inhib-
iting wound resolution or repair, thus needing a stimulatory
additive.6 Autologous PRP is a form of blood that is now
commonly used in the clinical field to treat wounds and
can be readily created and utilized as an expedited wound
healing supplement.7 Through a double-centrifugation pro-
cess, whole blood is spun down and separated into a dense
erythrocyte layer, a buffy coat layer, and a plasma layer.
The buffy layer, which is concentrated with platelets, is
extracted and re-spun to concentrate the platelets and ulti-
mately create a platelet-rich solution.8,9 This solution can
then be applied to wounds to encourage an increased healing
response and subsequent expedited wound closure.10

In addition to the applied therapeutics (PRP), the effect
of a cytotoxic agent, DU, was assessed in the current
study. DU is a byproduct of the uranium enrichment process
and has been used by the U.S. Department of Defense in
the manufacturing of armor-piercing military rounds and as
shielding for military vehicles.11 Furthermore, current mili-
tary personnel and veteran exposure to uranium is inevitable
whether it is from shrapnel, coated bullets, or other sour-
ces.12 What has yet to be determined is if the skin could be
a potential target organ for DU that would delay or possibly
inhibit the wound healing response. Recent studies have
shown that veterans with embedded shrapnel with unknown
amounts of DU in their skin produce measurable levels of
uranium excretion in their urine.11,12 The solubilization
and dispersion could lead to implications in wound healing.
DU contamination of battlefield wounds and burns may pres-
ent immediate clinical challenges to the soldier as well as
long-term concerns if the DU is not neutralized or rendered
biologically ineffective.13 Preliminary data in the current
study suggest that DU exposure to dermal fibroblast cultures
in a scratch assay negatively affects wound closure. This in-
dicates a potential pathway for uranium to become chemi-
cally toxic in DU-contaminated skin wounds.

Materials and Methods

Scratch assays

Human neonatal dermal fibroblasts (hDFn, 3rd passage;
Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) were grown as a mono-
layer into a tissue-culture-treated T75 culture flask (Corn-
ing Inc., Corning, NY) at a density of 5,000 cells/cm2.
The cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM; Life Technologies) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Life Technologies). Cells
were incubated at 37�C, 5% CO2. Once the cells reached
optimal density (>50% and <70% confluence) they were
subcultured into a tissue-culture-treated 12-well plate
(Corning Inc.) and incubated for 2 days or until the cells
reached 100% confluence. Upon reaching confluence, the
cells were scratched using a P200 pipet tip (Gilson Inc.,
Middleton, WI) across the monolayer with the initial
scratch width measuring 1.5 – 0.5 mm. Next, the media
was removed, the cells were rinsed with 1· Hanks balanced
salt solution (HBSS; Life Technologies), and the respective
treatments were added (Fig. 1A–F).

Platelet-rich plasma

Porcine whole-blood anticoagulated with acid citrate dex-
trose was purchased from Lampire Biological Laboratories
(Pipersville, PA.) The whole-blood samples were centri-
fuged at 200 · g for 20 minutes with the acceleration and de-
celeration of the centrifuge set to 5 · g. Upon completion of
the initial centrifugation, the buffy coat was transferred to a
15 mL conical tube. The sample underwent a second centri-
fugation at 400 · g for 15 minutes with the acceleration and
deceleration of the centrifuge set to 5 · g. Concentrations of
PRP at 0.031%, 0.063%, and 0.125% were mixed in a 10%
FBS/DMEM and used as a 1 mL working volume in each
well. These specific concentrations were used in order to ef-
fectively create an environment where PRP would interact
with the hDFn cells while also preventing the mixed solution
from forming a clot, which can prevent accurate and inter-
pretable image capture of the wound margins. This solution
was applied to the scratched monolayer of hDFn cells and
observed over defined time points. Images were collected
at 0, 4, 8, 12, and 16 hours after application of each PRP con-
centration. An ANOVA test with a Tukey post-hoc adjust-
ment was used to identify statistical significance between
data sets ( p < 0.05).

Depleted uranium

DU concentrations of 25, 50, 100, and 1,000 lM were pre-
pared via sterile filtration in DMEM with 10% FBS medium
from a 4 mM uranyl acetate (Spectrum Chemical MFG.
Corp., Gardena, CA) stock solution and used as a 1 mL work-
ing volume in each well. These concentrations were selected
based on published ranges of exposure seen in the environ-
ment (25, 50, and 100 lM)14,15 and to test a maximal dose
that has also been reported in the literature in contaminated
wells in Wyoming, a 1,000 lM dose was also evaluated
in the current study (Osiensky et al., 1984).16 Treatments
were applied to the cells in their respective concentrations.
Images were collected at 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 hours after
application of each DU concentration. The Kruskal–Wallis
test with a Bonferroni post-hoc adjustment was used to iden-
tify statistical significance between data sets ( p < 0.05).

Image analysis

Images were captured using OptixCam image software
(OCView V7.3.1.8; The Microscope Store, LLC, Roanoke,
VA) on an Olympus CK2 inverted microscope (Olympus
Corporation, Waltham, MA). Photographs were analyzed
using ImageJ (V1.48) analysis software (National Institute
of Health, Bethesda, MD). Wound widths in each well
were measured at 10 unique locations along the length of
the scratch, and an average value was reported.

Statistical analysis

All statistics were evaluated using the R-Program for Stat-
istical Computation V3.2.2 GUI (2014).

Results

Platelet-rich plasma

Sample sizes (n) for all PRP treatment experiments were
n = 6. Scratch widths at 0 hours postwound measured 1.5 –
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0.5 mm. PRP was added to the 10% FBS medium, and no clot-
ting was observed. Four hours (4 hours) postwound, all treat-
ment groups, including control, had closed 16–27% relative
to the 1.5 – 0.5 mm average wound width. During the 4–8-
hour time interval, the higher doses (0.125, 0.063%) of PRP
stimulated the fastest cellular migration and resulted in 58–
61% wound closure. In comparison, the low dose of PRP
(0.031%) along with the control resulted in 38–44% wound clo-
sure at the same time point. During the 8–12-hour time interval,
the higher doses of PRP (0.125, 0.063%) again were associated
with the fastest wound closure and resulted in 86–93% wound

closure at these time points. In contrast, the low dose of PRP
(0.031%) along with the control resulted in 48–54% wound
closure. At the 16-hour timepoint, all treatment groups were
100% closed (Fig. 2). Rate of closure was also calculated
and reported for the scratch assay to determine the movement
of cells in millimeters/hour. The 0.125% PRP treatment
resulted in the fastest rate of closure of 0.095 mm/hr. The
0.063% PRP treatment had a rate of closure of 0.094 mm/
hr. The lower dose treatment along with the control had
the lowest rates of closure at 0.086 mm/hr for the 0.031%
treatment and 0.084 mm/hr for the control (Fig. 3).

FIG. 1. (A–F) Inverted microscopic images of the scratch ‘‘wound’’ assay at 100· magnification. The black line outlines the
wound margin with cells located on the edges and the ‘‘mock’’ wound devoid of cells. (A) Captured at 0 hours, immediately after
the wound was created. (B) Captured at 4 hours postwound; the cells have begun to migrate to cover the wound site. (C) Cap-
tured at 8 hours postwound; the cells continue to migrate to cover the wound site. (D) Captured at 12 hours postwound; the cells
continue to migrate to cover the wound site. (E) Captured at 16 hours postwound; the cells have completely invaded the wound
site, indicating 100% wound closure. (F) Captured at 20 hours postwound. All scale bars = 200 lm.

FIG. 2. Percent wound
closure analysis of the PRP-
treated scratch wounds
(n = 6). Wound closure oc-
curred statistically faster in
the 0.125% and 0.063%
treatment groups compared
with control and the 0.031%
treatment group ( p < 0.05).
PRP, platelet-rich plasma.
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Depleted uranium

Sample sizes (n) for the 25, 50, and 100 lM DU treatment
experiments were n = 9. Sample size for the 1,000 lM DU
treatment experiment was n = 6. Scratch widths at 0 hours
postwound measured 1.5 – 0.5 mm. Trends were observed
in which the control group and the lowest DU dose (25 lM)
demonstrated the highest percent closure throughout the du-
ration of the experiment. At 16 hours postwound the con-
trol was completely closed, whereas the 25, 50, 100, and
1,000 lM treatments remained open. Additionally, a dose-
dependent response was seen at the 16-hour time point,
with the 100 and 1,000 lM treatment groups demonstrating
significantly lower percent wound closure compared with
controls ( p < 0.05). At 20 hours postwound, all remaining
treatments were completely closed with the exception of
the 1,000 lM treatment, which remained open. The experi-
ment concluded at 24 hours postwound with the 1,000 lM
treatment approximately 40% healed (Fig. 4). Rate of closure

was also calculated and reported for the scratch assay to de-
termine the movement of cells in millimeters/hour. The con-
trol and 25 lM treatment resulted in the fastest rate of closure
measuring 0.082 and 0.083 mm/hr. The 50 lM treatment had
a rate of closure measuring 0.081 mm/hr. The 100 lM treat-
ment had a rate of closure measuring 0.071 mm/hr and the
1,000 lM treatment resulted in the slowest rate of closure
measuring 0.047 mm/hr (Fig. 5).

Discussion

The optimization of the scratch assay as a bench-top wound
model has been successfully adopted from previously pub-
lished work to evaluate therapeutic agents as well as deleteri-
ous compounds.17,18 The simplistic, high-throughput, and
timely evaluation made it possible to explore a therapeutic
blood product and a cytotoxic agent, both of which demon-
strated promising results to be evaluated in further in vivo
studies. Wound closure was mitigated with the addition of

FIG. 3. Rate of closure
analysis of the PRP-treated
scratch wounds (n = 6). No
statistical differences were
seen in the rate of closure
analysis. A dose–effect trend
was observed in the rate of
closure analysis; as the PRP
dose increased, healing
occurred at a faster rate.
Additionally, as the dose
decreased, healing rate also
decreased and the benefit of
expedited wound closure was
diminished.

FIG. 4. Percent wound
closure analysis of the DU-
treated wounds (n = 9 for
control, 25, 50, and 100 lM;
n = 6 for 1,000 lM). Wound
closure occurred statistically
faster in control wounds
compared with the 1,000 lM
throughout the 24-hour study.
Control was also statistically
different when compared
with the 100 lM treatment at
16 hours postwound. DU,
depleted uranium.
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DU, whereas an increased rate of wound healing was observed
with PRP supplementation. In this way, the scratch assay as a
wound closure model was demonstrated to be useful in eval-
uating compounds that stimulate or interfere with wound clo-
sure, thus demonstrating that a wide range of treatments can
be investigated with this bench-top model. In many studies,
first understanding the effects of various treatments using
in vitro models can be critically important to the investigation
of mechanistic pathways that may not be best studied in living
organisms in which the complexity of the entire organism’s
physiology may complicate the analysis. For example, in the
current study, the scratch assay could be used to evaluate var-
ious soluble or insoluble factors released by the cellular mono-
layer as a result of therapeutic applications. Additionally,
mRNA expression levels of various key wound healing indi-
cators such as collagen production or inflammatory markers
can be easily targeted in a closed, controlled in vitro model.
In these ways, first exploring in vitro models can be a critical
initial step before moving into further research using in vivo
models.19 By using a scratch model assay as an early wound
healing model, new mechanistic pathways can be explored
of various therapeutics before moving into a living biological
system. This allows for higher throughput screening, cost ef-
ficiencies, and the collection of preliminary data to potentially
allow for more successful in vivo experimentation.19,20

The lure and tendency to quickly move into in vivo exper-
imentation is common among researchers. Many investiga-
tors suggest that physiologic events, such as wound
healing, can be appropriately evaluated only within the living
system. In many cases this holds true; however, the cost of
in vivo biological experimentation can exceed budgets
while utilizing a great deal of time and resources.19 In con-
trast, the in vitro scratch assay is cost effective, uses small
amounts of reagents and consumables, and yields clear and
concise results in a rapid manner.

The accuracy and repeatability of the scratch assay was
validated through the successful re-creation of the scratch
that resulted in similar wounds throughout all of the experi-
ments. Both sets of control groups for the DU and PRP study
closed within the 16-hour time point. This control result was
demonstrated multiple times through repeat experimentation.
The same-size (P200) pipet tip was utilized to ensure that a

scratch margin was carefully created at 1.5 – 0.5 mm. The
wound width was measured by the leading edge of the
wound margin. The percent wound closure was calculated
for each scratch using the starting wound width for that spe-
cific well, resulting in relative percent wound closure data to
help account for slight variations in scratches between treat-
ment groups. Rate of closure was also calculated using a sim-
ilar strategy that utilized the starting and ending width for
each scratch.

In the current study, the addition of PRP in the presence of
a ‘‘mock’’ in vitro wound demonstrated expedited wound
closure compared with control wounds. All treatment groups
showed an increased rate of closure as well as an increased
percent wound closure. The 0.125% PRP treatment demon-
strated the fastest rate of closure of all groups. A dose effect
trend was observed in the rate of closure analysis; as the PRP
dose increased, healing occurred at a faster rate. Addition-
ally, as the dose decreased, healing rate also decreased
and the benefit of expedited wound closure was lost. Similar
results were shown in percent wound closure analysis.
The high-dose treatments of PRP (0.125, 0.063%) reached
>87% wound closure at 12 hours postwound, whereas the
0.031% treatment and control reached >49% wound closure
during the same time. These data are consistent with numer-
ous in vitro proliferation assays as well as human and animal
in vivo studies,21,22 and further confirm that PRP behaves as
a promoter of wound healing in an in vitro model of wound
healing.

Conversely, in separate experiments, DU was added to the
scratch assay to determine if deleterious effects of wound
closure could be observed using this in vitro assay. Results
from the current study demonstrate that DU as a contami-
nant in the scratch assay negatively affected wound closure
compared with control wounds. When environmentally rel-
evant doses of DU at 25, 50, 100, and 1000 lM were evalu-
ated,23 percent wound closure decreased compared with
controls. Control results from the PRP experiment were simi-
lar to control results from the DU experiment, where control
wounds had an average closure time of 16 hours. In compar-
ison, the four doses of DU treatments resulted in longer clo-
sure times, >20 hours for complete wound closure. DU
results also showed a dose effect as seen in the PRP

FIG. 5. Rate of closure
analysis of the DU-treated
wounds (n = 9 for control,
25, 50, and 100 lM; n = 6 for
1,000 lM). The 1,000 lM
treatment group closed at a
statistically slower rate com-
pared with control and all
other treatment groups
throughout the 24-hour study.
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experiments, however, it was an inverse relationship. As the
DU dose increased, healing occurred at a slower rate. As the
dose decreased, healing rate increased.

Future in vitro work using the scratch assay can be per-
formed to evaluate methods or strategies to neutralize the
DU in a contaminated wound. In this way, the scratch
assay may continue to be helpful in preliminary efforts to
screen various DU-neutralizing compounds before compre-
hensive testing in in vivo models.

Conclusions

The bench-top scratch assay wound model described in the
current study demonstrated success in being able to evaluate
agents that positively and negatively influence wound closure.
The scratch assay allows for early screening of soluble factors’
influence on wound closure and allows for mechanistic studies
to be performed. This assay is cost effective, is reproducible,
and generates reliable data in a high-throughput manner for ef-
ficient data analysis. Many study questions can be answered
using the scratch assay, which can help to shape the study de-
sign for future in vivo experiments.
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